King Sean,
House of von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
Kingdom of God

c/o 147 Ontario, St.
226-337-3437
Gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com

April 2, 2017

Dear Mr. IAN MURRAY,
I am addressing You in capitus diminutia maxima for two reasons: first because that was
how You chose to address Me and two, because I don’t want You, the man, Ian Murray
to be found guilty of any common law crimes. I don’t believe You have or ever have had
any intention to cause Me harm or steal My property but You are acting in dishonor by
addressing Me with the (commercial) title of slave. Frankly, I believe Your letter
evidences Your participation in the constructive fraud but I am of the presumption that
You are as ignorant as I once was and a victim of fraud Your Self.
Gage Canadian Dictionary 1983 Sec. 4 defines Capitalize adj. as "To take advantage of To use to ones own advantage."
Black’s Law Dictionary – Revised 4th Edition 1968, provides a more comprehensive
definition as follows …
Capitis Diminutio (meaning the diminishing of status through the use of capitalization) In
Roman law. A diminishing or abridgment of personality; a loss or curtailment of a man's
status or aggregate of legal attributes and qualifications.

Capitis Diminutio Minima (meaning a minimum loss of status through the use of
capitalization, e.g. John Doe) - The lowest or least comprehensive degree of loss of
status. This occurred where a man's family relations alone were changed. It happened
upon the arrogation [pride] of a person who had been his own master, (sui juris,) [of his
own right, not under any legal disability] or upon the emancipation of one who had
been under the patria potestas. [Parental authority] It left the rights of liberty and
citizenship unaltered. See Inst. 1, 16, pr.; 1, 2, 3; Dig. 4, 5, 11; Mackeld. Rom.Law, 144.
Capitis Diminutio Media (meaning a medium loss of status through the use of
capitalization, e.g. John DOE) - A lessor or medium loss of status. This occurred where a
man loses his rights of citizenship, but without losing his liberty. It carried away also the
family rights.
Capitis Diminutio Maxima (meaning a maximum loss of status through the use of
capitalization, e.g. JOHN DOE or DOE JOHN) - The highest or most comprehensive loss of
status. This occurred when a man's condition was changed from one of freedom to one
of bondage, when he became a slave. It swept away with it all rights of citizenship and
all family rights.
According to Black’s Law, You are addressing Me as a slave and may be held
commercially liable for infringement of My sovereignty and rights in a common law
jurisdiction.
SEAN VONDEHN is a commercial character, a piece of paper, a negotiable instrument,
not Me! I am KING Sean, House of von Dehn and this is the Hand of Stephen, My Will to
pen this letter. I am the author of My Writ, or the author-Writy in My Kingdom. I am a
true man of God acting in full capacity of the law in a common law jurisdiction.
My intention is to stand in honour and to be responsible for My previous transgressions.
I have sent the letters that I presented to You in Your office to the Attorney General;
Canada’s private corporation responsible for the issuance of birth, death and marriage
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certificates, Express Legal; the Toronto Crown; the Guelph police; the Toronto police
and have contacted MP Lloyd Longfield with My concerns regarding the issue of status,
sovereignty and whether or not a man may be compelled to pledge the commercial
value of his life to a foreign nation/corporation against his Will. I am yet to receive a
reply.
I am also acting under the presumption that You are not an expert in law and have no
idea that what You have asked Me to do is to reduce My standing and capacity in law to
that of master, (granted usury privileges of the titled character with little or no standing
and capacity in commerce, waiving all common law rights in exchange for privileges and
beneifits sanctioned by the State [Corporation of CANADA]), rather than the King I have
made it very clear that I am. Of course, I will consent to no such degradation of status
or capacity and one who is an expert in law may consider such an attempt to ‘trick’ a
living man into giving life to the commercial corpus ‘entrapment’ or even blackmail as
You also threatened Me with intimidation by suggesting that My right to social benefits
may be revoked if I do not perform or act in a certain way. I would like You to explain to
Me in Writing why You believe You have any right or authority to grant or deny Me
rights of any kind and why You addressed Me as a slave with no ‘family rights’.
“Failure to attend may result in an immediate suspension of future benefits.”
This is a ‘demand’ to perform with a consequence (threat) for failure to comply. I am
the wealth of the estate You are now unlawfully administrating and it is My duty in a
common law jurisdiction to inform You of such and place You on notice to remain in
honour and good standing. Notice to principal is notice to agent, notice to agent is
notice to principal.
In short, and in the plainest, most concise English I can compose, I have reclaimed My
Kingdom, irrespective of whether or not You know and/or understand what that means.
I am the source of wealth You are administrating on My behalf under the presumption
that I have consented for You to do so when My letters make it very clear that I have
not. I am the value (the Kingdom, the Power and the Glory) for which all commercial
accounts with the name SEAN VON DEHN have been created and I now also hold
evidence of My claim, or the title deed to My ‘unlimited commercial value’ by Way of
My ‘Cestui Que Vie’ declaration.
I have the Power and the Authority to release sufficient funds from the value of My real
E-State to offset any and all commercial debt. I am more than Willing to release
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sufficient value from My Estate to set up an indemnity bond for all commercial liability
and public services.
I believe this to be a willful and constructive fraud but I also believe that most who are
involved in this fraud are just like You, completely unaware of their involvement. I
don’t believe for one moment that You had any intention to incite Me to reduce My
status and rights to that of a slave, I believe You are completely ignorant. “Forgive
them, for they know not what they do…”. I have also concluded that most are not
spiritually mature enough to know right from wrong without governance and those who
are Will do as I am doing now.
In a common law jurisdiction, You are a public servant and that is the only legal realm in
which I can exist (or any man but I don’t expect You to comprehend what I am talking
about) and I do so with the standing and status of King, Our inherent, natural, sovereign
state, in brotherhood (Kinship) with all of man. You do not make demands of Me, You
are My servant until the issue of My sovereignty is addressed by this State.
I am hoping that I Will soon learn that this is not a constructive fraud, that My presumed
consent to donate My life and energy to Canada was a misunderstanding, and that My
Estate has been held in trust as something of a ‘test’ until I demonstrate that I am
spiritually, mentally and physically capable of administrating My Kingdom honourably
with full capacity and standing in law.
As per My letter to the Attorney General, You are guilty of copyright infringement for
unauthorized use of My commercial character. I am as King for $37,000.00 Canadian for
each violation (2) payable immediately and You may issue the funds from whatever
account You have been unlawfully administrating. When I say immediately, 24 hours
will be sufficient. The commercial realm is a fiction and I know the game well enough to
play. You made a performance demand of My commercial character and expected Me,
the living man to show up. As there was also a threat for failure to comply, I did so
under duress. Time is money, Brother. Failure to comply with My order within 24 hours
and the penalty for each violation will increase to $370, 000.00 CAD per violation. My
name may only be used with My express Written consent or as directed by Me for the
resolution of crimes against My sovereignty and infringements of trespass on My
common law rights.
I have also pointed out a number of details with respect to Your letter and would like
full disclosure on the intention and use behind addressing Me as SEAN VON DEHN,
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specifically the style of My name and use of capitus diminutia maximus, why You are
communicating with Me in Legalese when I have made it VERY clear that I am not the
commercial titled character, I am the wealth and administrator of My estate and that I
would like all correspondence in English as I do not fully comprehend Legalese and do
not want to be deceived, or tricked into reducing My status or surrendering My rights in
a common law jurisdiction.
I’m not wasting any more time defending My position to those who have no idea how
CASE law works, though as a CASE worker, one would think You should be an expert. I
strongly suggest that You forward all letters I have presented You with today to Your
legal department for review if You do not fully comprehend the content.
Previously, You have acted as a public servant, and have ‘deferred’ My participation in
‘Ontario Works’ programmes as I have expressed that requiring Me to pay taxes against
My Will is in violation of My common law rights, especially when Canada has no true
wealth, only ‘legal tender’ (perceived wealth), ALL of which is owed to private,
centralized banks. I believe this is fraud and I have expressed My concern orally, and in
Writing. I cannot and Will not be compelled to aid and abet a constructive fraud that
robs the Canadian people of their (true) wealth (the goods and services created by
man).
I trust that My intentions and concerns in this letter will be more than sufficient
documentation necessary to extend My deferral from participation in Ontario Works
employment programmes until the concerns in My documentation (doc/dock-‘u’ment/Mind), ‘Dock’ (like a ship) My Mind (intention) are addressed. It is important that
My intentions are securely docked and My ship is sound and ‘water-tight’ before I enter
into Maritime Admiralty’s commercial waters. I am the owner of My ship, not the
captain or master (Mr.). I also trust in future correspondence You will address Me
appropriately.
As far as ‘work’ is concerned, I have worked very hard to know and comprehend the
language I am using now. I brought a copy of My Book which I share freely on My Blog.
I am a spiritual guide and mentor to those who know Me personally. I author a Blog to
share My philosophies with the world without imposing My beliefs on others. These
contributions, along with hundreds of paintings and artistic creations contribute to the
expansion of consciousness in ways most of man cannot comprehend and are worth
more true wealth than any perceived value I could generate with My physical body at a
meaningless job that rapes Our planet and country of its natural resources for the sake
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of consumerism. Think about it. Consume-er-ism. We consume everything. And We
perceive the more, the better. Madness. You will eventually consume the planet for
worthless pieces of paper, and their perceived value will be considerably less. I will not
be part of it.
I trust We can negotiate a peaceful and speedy remedy and look forward to hearing
from You soon.
Warm regards,
King Sean, Hand of Stephen, House of von Dehn,
Kingdom of God
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